This paper proposes a new method for slot filling of out-ofdomain (OOD) slot values, which are not included in the training data, in spoken dialogue systems. Word embeddings have been proposed to estimate the OOD slot values included in the word embedding model from keyword information. At the same time, context information is an important clue for estimation because the values in a given slot tend to appear in similar contexts. The proper use of either or both keyword and context information depends on the sentence. Conventional methods input a whole sentence into an encoder and extract important clues by the attention mechanism. However, it is difficult to properly distinguish context and keyword information from the encoder outputs because these two features are already mixed. Our proposed method uses two encoders, which distinctly encode contexts and keywords, respectively. The model calculates weights for the two encoders based on a user utterance and estimates a slot with weighted outputs from the two encoders. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves a 50% relative improvement in F1 score compared with a baseline model, which detects slot values from user utterances and estimates slots at once with a single encoder.
Introduction
Semantic frame parsing is essential for task-oriented spoken dialogue systems. It consists of intent determination and slot filling. Slot filling is treated as a sequence labeling problem in which labels of slot values are estimated from provided input tokens by using machine learning methods. Slot filling treats named entities such as product names and restaurant names. In real world, new named entities appear continuously and it is difficult to add all of them to a training data. Thereby, it is inevitable that a user inputs utterance with OOD slot values, which are not included in the training data, even if a large corpus is prepared. Therefore, estimating the OOD slot values correctly is important.
Estimation models include Conditional Random Field (CRF) models [1] and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encoder-decoder models [2, 3] , with or without attention mechanisms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . CRF models achieve high performance but require manually selected features [11] . RNN encoder-decoder models decode labels on the basis of previously encoded word tokens. The models use a whole sentence to improve label estimation. However, a large corpus is needed to train such models. In addition, the models may fail to understand utterances with OOD slot values. Thus, there are many studies to handle OOD slot values with RNN encoder-decoder models.
User utterances consist of keywords of slot values, and contexts. Conventional methods using keyword or context information have been proposed. First, we demonstrate some studies using keyword information. Recently, word embeddings [12] have been introduced to allow encoder-decoder models to make use of inter-word similarity in order to understand keywords corresponding to slot values. Nevertheless, word embeddings are weak for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, which are not included in the word embedding model. Character embeddings [13] [14] [15] [16] and sub-word unit techniques [17] [18] [19] have been proposed in sequence labeling for OOV words. Word and character embeddings enable models to estimate OOD slot values which are close in an embedding space to keywords in the training data. Whereas, they are not applicable to OOD slot values which are not similar to keywords in the training data and named entities such as product names or restaurant names.
Next, we present some work using context information. Here, we define context information as several words in a user utterance in which keywords of a slot value are used, not several past utterances. Context information is an important clue for slot filling because the values in a given slot tend to appear in similar contexts. Delexicalization has been applied [20] [21] [22] [23] to handle OOV or rare words in the training data. Slot values are delexicalized to symbols in the training data using a table, and the system uses slot embeddings instead of word tokens and contexts. This results in the ability to handle unknown words not included in the training data. On the other hand, it cannot handle unknown words not included in the table.
Methods extracting context information without a table have been proposed. In some studies, keywords that correspond to slot values in the ontology have been replaced with nonvalue words in the training data [24] or with randomly chosen words [25] . These methods convert keywords into random features to make models ignore keyword information. These methods do not convert them while evaluating and therefore do not need a table. Target feature dropout [26] and word dropout [27] have also been proposed to improve regularization for unknown words. However, values in different slots may sometimes be used in similar contexts, which makes it difficult to distinguish between slots using context information.
As mentioned above, keyword or context information alone is insufficient for estimating OOD slot values. In some cases, context information is more effective than keyword information, and vice versa. Therefore, by exploiting context and keyword information properly, the system can estimate slots in any given case.
The attention mechanism is one of the most widely used methods to solve this problem. It extracts important clues from the input sentence by calculating a weight for each word token. Existing methods input a whole sentence into an encoder but cannot distinguish context and keyword information from the encoder outputs because these two features are already mixed.
This paper proposes a neural network model with multiple encoders for slot filling of OOD slot values in spoken dialogue systems. Our proposed method uses two encoders, which distinctly encode contexts and keywords, respectively. The model calculates weights for the two encoders based on a user utterance and estimates a slot with weighted outputs from the two encoders. The model divides user utterances into context and keyword information by slot value detection. The context encoder, which does not depend on slot values in the training data, makes the model robust. Furthermore, existing methods choose important words from the entire of a user utterance, which makes models sparse. In contrast, our proposed methods choose from only two encoders, and are therefore, less sparse than existing methods.
In Section 2, we explain a pipelined model consisting of a value detector and a slot estimator, as well as a multi-encoder model for slot estimation. Section 3 describes the dataset used in experiments and the experimental procedures. We report the experimental results and discuss them in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Proposed method 2.1. Pipelined model
The slot filling task consists of two parts: detecting slot values from utterances and estimating slots for detected slot values.
To use context and keyword information for slot estimation independently, we use a model for each task, which is a socalled pipelined model. Our proposed method detects keywords corresponding slot values in a user utterance by value detection, divides the utterance into context and keyword information, and estimates slots using them.
Zhao et al. [9] also provided a pipelined model. They input a whole sentence into a single encoder in slot estimation. Our proposed method uses context and keyword information respectively. It can be more effective than a single encoder with a whole sentence.
We provide and optimize a model for each task. We use an existing model [25] for the slot value detection task. Our proposed method with multi encoders is used as a slot estimator.
Value detector
We treat the problem as a sequence labeling task. The task is to estimate the sequence of labels y = (y1, y2, y3, ..., yN ) given the sequence of word inputs x = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xN ), as fol-
Here, the labels are given in in-out-begin (IOB) format ( Fig. 1 [5] . Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the LSTM encoder-decoder model. The encoder encodes a sequence of inputs x into a representation vector of the whole input sequence. The decoder decodes the output sequence from the representation vector. The encoder is a bidirectional LSTM Figure 2 : Value detector [28] and the decoder is a unidirectional LSTM. We employ a bidirectional LSTM in the encoder because we want to use context information in both the forward and backward directions. The encoder reads the input word sequence and generates a hidden state at each time step h = (h1, h2, h3, ..., hN ), where hi is a concatenation of the forward state − → hi and backward state ← − hi.
The model in Fig. 2 uses the last state of the encoder hN to compute the initial decoder hidden state. At each decoding step i, the decoder state si is calculated as a function of the previous decoder state si−1 and a concatenation of the previous emitted label index yi−1, a context vector ci, and the encoder hidden state hi. A context vector ci is computed with a self-attention mechanism.
The decoder is followed by a full-connected layer and a softmax layer. Finally, the value detector outputs p d i = [pi,B, pi,I , pi,O].
2.3.
Weighted multi-encoder model for slot estimator
Encoder
Slot estimation is a task that estimates slots for detected values by the value detector. We treat slot estimation as a classification task. An input utterance is divided into a context and a keyword by the value detector. We use two types of encoder, which encodes contexts and keywords, respectively (Fig. 3) .
The slot estimator uses the word embeddings of the words in utterances xi and the value detector outputs p d i . If there are multiple slot values in an utterance, the model estimates a slot for each value.
• Context encoder
The system replaces word embeddings xi which are part of the slot values detected by the value detector with zero vectors in the same dimension as xi. This enables the model to estimate slots using only context information.
BDLSTM(·, ·) is a bidirectional LSTM and ⊕ is the vector concatenation.
• Keyword encoder The system inputs only word embeddings of a portion of the slot values detected by the value detector.
i ∈ arg max(p d i ) = B or I. Figure 3 : Multi-encoder model
Decoder
A model consists of two encoders. We define this model as a multi-encoder model. The model outputs probabilities for each slot. The final state of each encoder is weighted. The weights are calculated using an utterance as follows:
where W f and W w are the weight parameters, and b f is the bias. The model is able to calculate appropriate weights for each sentence. The weighted outputs of the two encoders are input to the decoder.
where W g is the weight matrix, b g is the bias, q is an N slotdimensional vector (N slot is the number of slot labels), and p e j is the probability of j-th slot.
Experimental setup

Dataset
We used the Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2) dataset [29] and the DSTC3 dataset [30] (Table 1) in experiments. The DSTC2 traindev and DSTC2 test datasets were used for training and in-domain (ID) evaluation, respectively. We also used the DSTC3 test dataset for OOD evaluation.
Our purpose is to detect OOD values of ID slots. The ontology is different between the DSTC2 and DSTC3 datasets. Notably, the DSTC3 ontology includes slots and values not included in DSTC2. We excluded utterances with OOD slots (type, near, hastv and chidrenallowed) and with ID values in the DSTC3 dataset from evaluation.
The DSTC2 and DSTC3 datasets include both transcriptions and results of speech recognition for each user utterance. We used the transcriptions to remove effects of speech recognition errors. We annotated the utterances in the datasets with IOB labels by hand and removed some utterances which were difficult to annotate. 
Evaluation method and parameters
We evaluated performance of value detection and slot filling. For the value detector, we ignored slot labels of IOB labeling in calculating the F1 score. For slot filling, the slot estimator output slot labels for detected values, and we converted these outputs to IOB labels to calculate the F1 score. The performance of slot filling originates from value detection and slot estimation.
We used the GloVe model [31] for word embeddings. Table 2 shows our parameter values. Dropout was applied to non-recurrent connections during training of the model. We used word dropout and target feature dropout and tested rates of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 for each. We also used a method with random vectors [25] to prevent overfitting. This method replaces the word embedding vectors of the keywords corresponding to slot values with randomly chosen other word vectors from the word embedding space when training the model. The vector randomization enables the model not to utilize the keywords of slot values but context information. The model was trained on both the original and augmented data. We applied this method to the training and evaluation data while training the model and chose a good performance model for OOD slot values. 
Results
Evaluation of the pipelined model
First, we evaluated a pipelined model consisting of a value detector and a slot estimator. A baseline model solves value detection and slot estimation simultaneously. It estimates IOB labels with slot labels using the model described in Section 2.2.
To evaluate an effectiveness of the pipelined model, we defined a simple slot estimator. We defined a sentence encoder as follows:
An input is a whole sentence. The slot estimator of the pipelined model used only the sentence encoder and fixed the weight for the encoder to 1.
The value detector was trained on the parameters described in Section 3.2 and the model with the highest performance was chosen. The slot estimator was trained using the best value detector. Table 3 shows the best score for each method. The figures in parentheses are the rates that achieved the best performance for word dropout and target feature dropout.
We can see that the pipelined model performed better than the baseline model regardless of the method used. The value detector was optimized focusing on value detection and outperformed the baseline model. It greatly improved the performance of slot filling.
Evaluation of slot estimators
Next, we compared the networks of slot estimators. We used the same value detector as in Section 4.1 for all tests, which resulted that the performance of value detection was the same and the difference of the performance of slot filling originated only from slot estimation.
Combinations of three encoders, which are the sentence, context and keyword encoder, were tested with the parameters described in Section 3.2. When the model used only one encoder, the weight was fixed to 1.0. We call this model a singleencoder model.
The results in Table 3 reported that the method with random vectors was the most effective. As such, we performed tests with random vectors. We did not apply the method with random vectors for the single-encoder model using the context encoder or the keyword encoder, because the context encoder does not use keywords of slot values, whereas the keyword encoder uses only keywords of slot values. We applied word dropout and target feature dropout for these two models and chose the best results.
The F1 score of slot filling in each combination of encoders is shown in Table 4 . The figures in parentheses are the rates that achieved the best performance for word dropout and target feature dropout.
The single-encoder model using the context or the keyword encoder performed worse than the sentence encoder. The results show that only context or keyword information is insufficient. It can also be seen that the context encoder performed poorly with ID data, on the other hand, the other models achieved high performance. The reason of this may be that the context encoder does not use keyword information which is effective to estimate known slot values. The best of the multi-encoder models achieved the higher performance than the best of the single-encoder models. By using context and keyword information appropriately, the multi-encoder model outperformed the single-encoder model. The sentence encoder uses context and keyword information, whereas these two features are mixed and it cannot use them properly.
Among the multi-encoder models, the model with both context and keyword encoders outperformed the others. This model uses these two features most effectively because it does not use the sentence encoder, which mixes context and keyword information.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a neural network model with multiple encoders for slot filling of OOD slot values from user utterances in spoken dialogue systems.
Word embeddings were proposed to estimate the OOD slot values included in the word embedding model from keyword information. At the same time, context information is an important clue for estimation because the values in a given slot tend to appear in similar contexts. The proper use of either or both keyword and context information depends on the sentence.
Our proposed method uses two encoders, which distinctly encode contexts and keywords, respectively. The model calculates weights for the two encoders based on a user utterance and estimates a slot with weighted outputs from the two encoders. The model divides user utterances into context and keyword information by slot value detection. The context encoder, which does not depend on slot values in the training data, makes the model robust.
The results of our experiments show that the proposed method achieves a 50% relative improvement in F1 score compared with a baseline model.
We tested our models using transcriptions of datasets. However, the system needs to work correctly on the outputs of speech recognition. We consider the proposed method to be robust against speech recognition errors because it uses wholeword sequences.
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